We apply symbolic method to deduce functional equation which generating function of counting sequence of dependency trees must satisfy. Then we use Lagrange inversion theorem to obtain concrete expression of the counting sequence. We apply the famous Stirling's approximation to get approximation of the counting sequence. At last, we discuss the additive parameters of dependency trees.
Introduction
Dependency is a one-to-one correspondence: for every element (e.g. word or morph) in the sentence, there is exactly one node in the structure of that sentence that corresponds to that element. The result of this one-to-one correspondence is that dependency grammars are word (or morph) grammars. All that exist are the elements and the dependencies that connect the elements into a structure. The structure could be represented by dependency trees(cf. [2] ).
Counting dependency trees is a foundation of average-case analysis of algorithms on dependency grammars processing. Hu et al. found a recurrence counting formula of dependency trees in [1] . Marco Kuhlmann deemed a closed form of counting sequence of dependency trees in [3] .
In this note, we apply symbolic method to deduce counting formula of dependency trees. And we use famous Stirling's approximation to obtain approximation of counting sequence.
Preliminaries
Dependency trees could be defined recursively as: a dependency tree is either (i) a single node tree, or (ii) a root node with several sub-dependency trees on left and right respectly.
Symbolic method could be considered as a set of intuitive combinatorial constructions that immediately translate to equations that the associated generating functions must satisfy. Symbolic method provides translation tools for a large number of combinatorial constructions on combinatorial classes. Here, we just introduce some elementary translation tools. Advanced symbolic method and extensive applications could be found in Chapter 5 of [4] and Part A of [5] .
To specify combinatorial classes, we make use of neutral objects ǫ of size 0 and the neutral class E that contains a single neutral object. Then we introduce three simple operations on combinatorial classes. Given two classes A and B of combinatorial objects, we can build new classes as follows: is the generating function that enumerates SEQ(A).
Lagrange inversion theorem is of particular importance for tree enumeration. The theorem allows us to extract coefficients from generating functions that are implicitly defined through functional equations.
Theorem 2. (Lagrange inversion theorem). Suppose that a generating function
A(z) = k 0 a k z k satisfies the functional equation z = f (A(z)) , where f (z) satisfies f (0) = 0 and f ′ (0) = 0. Then
Couting Dependency Trees
Let T be combinatorial class of dependency trees. Definition of dependency trees implies the construction of corresponding combinatorial class
where • be denoted as root node of dependency trees. Let T (z) be generating function of T , and generating function of single node is z. Symbolic method could translate the construction to functional equation
.
With the help of WolframAlpha, we can get exact expression of T (z),
However, it is difficult to extract coefficient of generating function from the expression above. Fortunately, Lagrange inversion theorem could be applied. Through elementary algebra, we obtain
The sequence is OEIS A006013(cf. [3] ). Then, with Stirling's approximation we could obtain approximation of t n
Thus, we can conjecture z 0 = 4/27 is the dominant singularity of generating function T (z).
Additive Parameters of Dependency Trees
We could defne an additive parameter to be any parameter whose cost function satisfes the linear recursive schema
where the sum is over all the subtrees of the root of t. The function e is called toll function. Let C(z) be cumulative generating function of an additive tree parameter c(t) for the dependency trees, and let E(z) be cumulative generating function for the associated toll function e(t). We could deduce the relation between these two functions C(z) ≡ t∈T c(t)z Thus, we obtain the equation of cumulative generating functions.
